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Solutions By Design II, LLC Launches into 20th Year of Successful
Growth and Operations
Vienna, Va. – March 30,
2021 – Solutions By Design II,
LLC (SBD), an award-winning
technology leader driving digital
transformation across the Federal
government, is launching into our
20th year of successful growth and
operations.
SBD
delivers
application development and
cyber security solutions that
assure uninterrupted mission
operations for Federal agencies.
“We’ve built SBD around our principles of integrity and a steadfast commitment of delivering
excellence to our customers. We focus on performance, not profits – knowing that if we take care
of our customers and our employees, everything else will take care of itself,” Principal, Cida
Goldbach said. “One way that we do this is by cultivating a culture of inclusion that places a
premium on the value of diversity.”
“We are so proud of SBD’s accomplishments and growth over the last 20 years, but we are even
more excited about what’s ahead,” Principal, Clyde Goldbach said. “Every day we are focused on
creating value by innovating, investing in our people, and investing in our Solution and Innovation
Center. Our people are our business, exemplified by the notion that everyone at SBD is a DOER:
Deliver, Outperform, be Ethical, and Respectful. Together, we are singularly focused on securing
and delivering the Government of Tomorrow, Today.”
To kick off the celebration of the 20th anniversary of the “II” in SBD, we have launched a new
website reflecting our amazingly talented staff and the incredible services they provide to our
customers. Check out our story to learn about the history of the “II” in our name and to see a
timeline of key milestones along our 20 year journey.
ABOUT SBD: SBD specializes in IT system modernization and support as an application transformation and
agile process leader. We leverage open source technologies and cloud-based solutions to reduce operating costs and
advance the value proposition of automated solutions. We also have a robust cybersecurity capability optimizing
security operation centers through the use of workflow automation, technical expertise, and the use of leading edge
security tools. Bottom line, we deliver technically innovative, reliable, and cost-effective solutions, services, and
products to our federal customers.
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